
Additional comments: 

This is a ridiculous idea, and a disaster waiting to happen. Why not instead make Royal Mail 
deliver earlier, say before 8am, when people are more likely to be at home. It always amazes 
me that they can manage to deliver at 8am on a Saturday when every other day of the week 
it's not till midday or even later. And often not at all on a Monday ...  

Question 1:Do you agree that Ofcom should grant approval to Royal Mail for 
the Delivery to Neighbour service? If not please explain your answer. : 

No. I work nights. Occasionally, I have to wake up to take in my own mail, and I understand 
I have to put up with that if I want to receive a parcel. However, I am absolutely not willing 
to be woken up to take in other people's mail. Would it be acceptable if Royal Mail suddenly 
decided it was going to deliver mail only at 2am? That's what it would be like for me. Every 
day. The very idea of this makes me feel sick, and I'm sure there are many other night 
workers who feel the same. 

Question 2:Are there other consequences following the roll out of the service 
across the UK that we have not included in our assessment? If so, please 
explain.: 

Yes. I live in a converted house of four flats. I will be opting out of taking in mail for other 
people, but this means the whole house will be opted out as there is only one letterbox. It's 
also possible that new people could move in to one of the flats, decide they want to opt in and 
remove the sticker from the letterbox, meaning I would be woken up even though I have 
opted out.  

Question 3:Do you have any comments on the scope and wording of the 
proposed Notification and approval: 
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